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A construction method is developed which enables us to establish the well-known 
approximation results of Komlos, Major, Tusnady (Z. Wahrsch. Verw. Gebiete 34 
33-58) in the multidimensional setting. The basic tool is a large deviation theorem 
for conditional distribution functions which may be of independent interest. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let A’: Q -+ R be a random variable with mean zero and variance one, 
defined on a p-space (Q, d, P). Strassen [15] showed that it is then 
possible to construct a p-space (Q,, JZ&, P,) and two sequences of indepen- 
dent r.v.‘s {Xn}, {Y,} with P,,oX,=PoX, P,o Y,,=N(O, l), HEN, such 
that 
$ X, - f Y, = o(JL&i&i) a.s. (1.1) 
1 
Using this so-called strong invariance principle, he could prove a 
functional law of the iterated logarithm substantially refining the 
Hartman-Wintner LIL. Though this strong invariance principle turned out 
to be extremely useful in connection with LIL-results, it is too weak for 
many other applications. 
Thus, it is of great interest to find out when better approximations 
than ( 1.1) can be reached. 
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Basic results in this area are due to Komlos, Major and Tusnady 
(KMT). These authors showed that it is possible to construct the r.v.‘s 
(Xn}, {Y,} in a way such that 
cXk-C Yk=o(n”“) a.s., (1.2) 
E[lXl”] < al, s>2. 
Moreover, they were able to give a construction such that 
$Xk-$ Yk=O(logn) as., (1.3) 
the moment-generating function of X is finite, i.e., E[exp(tX)] < co for 
ItI 2 t,,, where t, > 0. The latter result is the best possible strong invariance 
principle for partial sums of i.i.d.r.v.‘s. For it is known that it is impossible 
to obtain a construction such that 1; X, -C; Y, = o(log n) a.s., unless 
X itself is a normally distributed r.v. 
The above-mentioned results of KMT have turned out to be extremely 
useful in both probability and statistics. For some possible applications, 
however, it would be necessary to have comparable approximations for 
partial sums of multidimensional random vectors. 
First attempts to extend the KMT-approximations to the multidimen- 
sional case are due to Berkes and Philipp [2], Phillipp [ 123, and Berger 
[l]. Whereas the convergence rates in the first two papers mentioned are 
still weaker than the related ones in (1.2), Berger finally succeeded in exten- 
ding (1.2) to the multidimensional case if 2 < s 5 3. Using a modification of 
the method employed by Philipp [12] to extend Strassen’s strong 
invariance principle (1.1) to the multidimensional case, Einmahl [7] 
obtained (1.2) in the range 2 <s < 4 for multidimensional random vectors. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to establish further extensions 
of the KMT-approximations to the multivariate case. The method 
employed below enables us among other things to prove (1.2) for partial 
sums of i.i.d. multidimensional random vectors if s 2 4, as well as (1.3) for 
random vectors satisfying a certain smoothness condition. This condition 
is, in particular, fulfilled for random vectors X: Sz + IV’ having a dis- 
tribution with a non-degenerate absolutely continuous component. 
Furthermore, our method will turn out to be useful in connection with 
the multidimensional invariance principle in distribution. It is now possible 
to generalize some well-known estimates of the convergence speed in the 
invariance principle which have so far been proved only for l-dimensional 
random variables (cf. Borovkov and Sakhanenko [4]). 
In the sequel, we denote by 1. I the euclidean norm on Rd. 
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THEOREM 1. Let X: Q + R“ he a random vector with mean zero and 
covariance matrix Z. Suppose that E[ IXl”] < co, where s > 3. Then one can 
construct a p-space (Q,, A&, PO) and two sequences of independent random 
vectors (Xn}, (Y,,) with P,oX,,=PoX, P,oY,=N(O,C), nEN, such that 
tXk--$ Yk=o(n”“) a.s. 
Using a known argument (cf. Csiirgii and RCvCsz [S, Lemmas 2.6.1 and 
2.6.2]), we can obtain Theorem 1 from the subsequent Theorem 2. 
Let 2 be the set of all continuous functions H: [0, co) + [0, co) such 
that 
(i) tp3-‘H(t) is eventually increasing for some r > 0 
(ii) log H(t)/t ‘I* is eventually non-increasing. 
THEOREM 2. Let X: f2 + W’ be a random vector with mean zero and 
covariance matrix C. Suppose that E[H( 1X1)] < 00, where HEX. Then one 
can construct a p-space (a,, G$, P,) and two sequences of independent 
random vectors {X,}, { Y,} with P,,oX,=PoX, POoY,,=N(O,C), nEN, 
such that 
fXk-f Y,=O(H-l(n)) a.s. 
I 1 
Applying Theorem 2 with H(t) = exp(t”*), t 2 0, we get a strong 
invariance principle with error term O((log n)‘) being valid for multidimen- 
sional random vectors X: Q + lFF’ such that E[exp( 1x1 ‘I*)] < co. We now 
suppose that X is a random vector with finite moment generating function, 
i.e., 
R(h) := E[exp( (h, X))] -C 00 for (1.4) 
where c1> 0. ( .,. ) denotes the scalar product on (IW“, ( . I ). 
THEOREM 3. Let X: 0 + Rd be a random vector with mean zero and 
covariance matrix C. Suppose that (1.4) holds true, and that we have for 
6>0: 
sup sup IW + isI1 < 1 
Ihl5m IsI> R(h) ’ 
(1.5) 
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Then a construction is possible such that 
$Xk-i Yk=O(logn) a.s. 
1 
Our next theorem generalizes an approximation theorem of KMT which 
can be used to obtain estimates of the Prohorov distance in the invariance 
principle. 
THEOREM 4. Let X: Sz -+ !Rd be as in Theorem 2. Let x > 0. Then one can 
construct a p-space (a,, dO, PO) and independent random vectors X,, . . . . A’,, 
(resp. Y,, . . . . Y,) with POoXk=PoX, P,aYk=N(O,C), lsksnsuch that 
where K, , K, > 0 are positive constants depending on the distribution of X. 
Let Cd[O, l] be the space of all continuous Rd-valued functions on 
[0, l] endowed with the sup-norm. Let SC,,): 52, + Cd[O, l] be the partial 
sum process, i.e., 
%2,(t) := 
CY wJ4 t=m/n, Osrnsn 
linearly interpolated elsewhere for 0 5 t 5 1. 
Set P,,,IB(C,[O, 11) := P,+JB(C,[O, l]), and let W,IB(C,[O, 11) be 
the Wiener-measure with covariance matrix C, where B(C,[O, 11) denotes 
the Borel-a-algebra of Cd[O, 11. 
Then we easily obtain from Theorem 4 the following estimates of the 
Prohorov distance in the multidimensional invariance principle: 
PV,",, W,) = o(n 
(2--s)/2(s+l) 
1 as n-roe (1.6) 
if E[lXl”] < cc (s>3), and 
P(P,n,, n+co (1.7) 
if E[exp() XI ‘12)] < co. 
Moreover, it is possible to get the convergence rate O(log n/4) for 
random vectors X satisfying (1.4) and (1.5). 
Using a different (and easier) method, Einmahl [8] obtained (1.6) in the 
range 2 <s< 5. In order to prove (1.6) for sz 5, and all other results 
announced above, we now have to use a more complicated method. 
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This method is based on an extension of the so-called quantiie transfor- 
mation method of KMT to the multidimensional case. To handle the mul- 
tivariate (conditional) quantile transformations which are considered in 
Section 3 below, we have to prove large deviation theorems for certain con- 
ditional probabilities. For that purpose we first establish large deviation 
expansions for densities of partial sums of smoothed random vectors (cf. 
Section 2). Then it is possible to get large deviation theorems for con- 
ditional distribution functions of partial sums of smoothed random vectors 
directly from large deviation theorems for conditional densities. The latter 
ones can easily be obtained as soon as one has established large deviation 
expansions in the local multidimensional central limit theorem. 
Combining the results of Section 3 with certain smoothing techniques, 
we are able to prove in Section 4 exponential coupling inequalities for par- 
tial sums of independent random vectors with finite moment generating 
functions. One of these inequalities immediately implies Theorem 3. At the 
same time, we can infer Theorems 2 and 4 when applying our coupling 
inequalities to appropriately truncated random vectors (cf. Section 5). 
2. A LOCAL LIMIT THEOREM FOR PARTIAL SUMS OF 
SMOOTHED RANDOM VECTORS 
Let tl, . . . . r,: Q + Rd be a sequence of independent random vectors 
defined on a p-space (Q, d, P). Suppose that the 5;s have zero means, and 
that they have finite moment generating functions, i.e., 
R,(h) := ECexp((k L))l < 00 for Ih( St@ 1 Skin, (2.1) 
where t, is a positive constant. 
Suppose further that the covariance matrix of 5, + . . . + t;, has the form 
cov(<, + ‘.. +5,)=&Z, (2.2) 
where B, > 0, and Z denotes the d-dimensional unit matrix. 
Notice that we do not assume that the covariance matrices cov(lk) of the 
individual random vectors <, are positive definite. 
We now smooth the ck’s by adding independent normally distributed 
random vectors. For that purpose we consider a sequence of independent 
random vectors qk, 15 k 5 n being also independent of the &‘s such that 
P~~k=N(O,aZcov(~k)), lsksn, where0<0*51. 
We set 
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Then it easily follows that we have 
P.-@;=(P+-$k) * N(0,02Z), 
" 1 
(2.3) 
This, in particular, implies that P,* := PO (l/d) C’; 5: has a con- 
tnuous Lebesgue-density which we denote by x --) p,*(x). It is now natural 
to approximate this density by X-P 4 (i + 0~) ,(x)-the continuous Lebesgue- 
density of N(0, (1 + a*) I). The purpose of this section is to obtain a large 
deviation expansion for p,*(x)/d,, + 02) ,(x). 
Before we formulate our result we still need some notations. 
We first note that it is possible to find an c1 E (0, to) such that 
f aECltk13 w(altkl )I S 4. (2.4) 
We set Bn :=/?*(a) = B,T312 Cy E[/<k13 exp(altkl)]. We put for 6 > 0: 
en(d) := sup sup fi lR;(;$)‘. 
Ihi sa b 26 k= I 
Further, let i?,(h) := E[exp((h, <k*))], Ek(h) = log &(h), L,(h) := 
log R,(h), (h( 5 t,, 1 5 k 5 n. 
THEOREM 5. Let tl, . . . . 5, be independent mean zero random vectors 
satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). Then we have for 1x12 cla a: 
P,*(X) = 4 (1 +djI(x) wWn(xMl + r,(x)), 
where Ir,(x)l I c2CBn(14 + 1) + Qn(c31(Pn &))(W”) exp( -c3021Bi)1. 
The function x -+ H,(x) is defined for 1x1 5 c, a ,& by 
(2.5) 
where h,(x) is the unique root of the equation 
(2.6) 
such that /h,,(x)1 5 ic, a; c,, cZ, c3 are positive constants depending only on d. 
Proof. We denote by ci, 4 =< is 16, positive constants which are only 
depending on d. 
(i) We use the technique of the conjugated random vectors. We 
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consider for Ihl 5 c( a sequence of independent random vectors Zi, 
1 _I k 5 n, satisfying for A E 9#‘“: 
fYzf~A)= j ev((h, x>)(P~5k*)(~x)lRk(hh 1 skknn. (2.7) 
.4 
Then it can easily be shown that 
m$l = (VLNh), cov(Zi) = L;(h), 1 sksn. (23) 
(LL denotes the matrix of the second partial derivatives of Lk, 1 s k 5 n.) 
Moreover, we have 
PoiZ:(<Poit,* with density x-+exp((h,x)-iL,(h)). (2.9) 
I I 1 
Since this density is positive, we can conclude 
Poi<:@PoiZh,withdensityx+exp it,(h)-(h,x) . (2.10) 
1 I ( 1 ) 
Furthermore, it can be shown that 
P”(Z~-ECZjll)=P~(5::-EC5:1) * (POVkh (2.11) 
where <i, 1 5 k s n, is a sequence of independent random vectors such that 
we have for A E Bd, 
p(t:~A)=[ exp((k x>)(Po4k)(~xY&(h)y 1 sk$n. (2.12) 
A 
(ii) We set T,*(h) :=cov(Zf+ ... +Zi), r,* :=cov(Zy+ ... +ZX) 
=cov(l: + ... +5,*)=B,(1+a2)Z. 
We now want to show that 
IlC(h)-CII ScAhl ~HILl’ex~Wl +5Jl. (2.13) 
(II.Il denotes the euclidean matrix norm, i.e., II AlI := maxi [A . xl : 1x1 5 1 }.) 
In order to prove (2.13), we first note that we have according to (2.11): 
f,*(h)-r,*=cov(<;+ ... +<;)-cov(l,+ ... +&J. 
Since the right-hand term equals C;(L;(h) - L;(O)), we obtain by applying 
the mean value theorem for 15 i,, i2 5 d: 
where 11;l 5 Ihl. 
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Using relations (3.8) and (3.9), Einmahl [7], we see that we have for 
1 iii, iz, i,sdand Ihl 5a: 
a3Lk 
ax;, ax, ax,3 @I G 6~CILl’ew(l~l . lLl)l, 
1SkSn. (2.14) 
Combining (2.14) with the above estimate, we easily get (2.13). 
(iii) We set Pi:= PoT~(~)~“~C~(Z::--[Z::]). We denote the 
continuous Lebesgue density of Pj: by x + pi(x). (The existence of this 
density follows from (2.11).) 
We now show for Ihl 5 (1/(3c, + 1)) ~1, 
sup IP!w - 4(x)1 d c5 [,.+Q~(~)~exp(-c3~21~~)]. (2.15) 
x 
(x + d(x) denotes the continuous Lebesgue density of N(0, I).) 
Let s *f:(s) be the characteristic function of Pi. Applying Theorems 8.4 
and 8.9, Bhattacharya and Rao [3], we obtain for 1.s 5 c~(Z~,~(ZZ))-‘, 
If!Xs)-ev( -t bl’)l Sc,13..(h)ls13 exp(-f IsI’), (2.16) 
where 
(notice (2.11)). 
Since ( qk, t ) is a normally distributed random variable with mean zero 
and variance a’E[(&, t)2], it follows that 
al(vk, 0131 SwJ3EC(5k, 0213’2 
5 GN5k131, lskin. (2.17) 
Using the Holder inequality, we easily find 
~Cl(~:-m~l~ 0131 
5 fWL13 exp(lhl . lLl)l, lskknn. (2.18) 
(Notice that R,(h) 2 1, since I!?[(~] =O, 15 ksn.) Moreover, it can be 
shown for Ihl 5 (1/(3c, + 1)) ~1, ItI = 1: 
= (t, f,*(h) t> 
=(t,z-,*t)-(t,(f,*-f,*(h))t) 
h&-d4 i:~CISr13exp(14 ~lM)l (use (2.13)) 
2 $8, (use (2.4)). 
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Hence, 
(2.19) 
Applying the inversion formula, we get 
1 
s;p IP!XX) - Ml Sod s If!@) - exp( -4 bl’)l ds. 
Hence by (2.16) and (2.19) 
sup IP!xX) - W)lS CdPn + L(h) + JJ, 
.x 
where 
(2.20) 
z,(h) := j,,., >rg/‘9BnI IfMl 4 WI s:, 3c, + 1 
Jn:= j exp( - $1~1~) ds. 
i ISI > dr.9S”l 
From the definition of PI: it immediately follows that 
Ifi(s)l = fi / RkV + z;;‘-l’* s)/ 
k=l 
x exp -; 2B”(S, z-,*(h)-’ s> . 
> 
We denote by n,*(h) (A,*(h)) the largest (smallest) eigenvalue of f,*(h). 
Then it easily follows from (2.4) and (2.13): 
Using these estimates, we obtain for IsI 2 cg/cgfi,,, 
~f%)l 5 Qn (3 c B ‘h) exp( - ha’bl’). 
9 n 
Integration of this inequality yields 
Jhl IQ 
3c, + 1 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
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Similarly, it can be shown: 
J, I cl2 exp( -c13K2) 5 cdL. (2.23) 
Combining (2.20), (2.22), and (2.23), we get (2.15). 
(iv) Using (2.10) and the definition of Pi, it is not difficult to show 
that 
p,*(x)=exp ~t,(h)-~(h,x)+2(~~~2~ 
( 1 ) 
where 
x dw 4 (1 + a*) I(X), 
q:(x) := Jdet(T:I’,*(h))‘) fi 
(2.24) 
xp; r* h)-“2 ( .( (Ax-v(@) WI)). (2.25) 
Let now x such that 1x1 5 (2/(9c, + 3)) c1 fi be fixed. 
‘We now want to choose h = h,(x) in a way such that (2.6) is fulfilled. We 
set 
g,(h) := IhI 5:. 3c,+ 1 
Then it can easily be seen that the Jacobian J,g, of g, is 
r,* -’ T,*(h) 
1 
=B,(l +a2) 
r,*(h) . 
> 
Since 
by (2.13) and (2.4), we obtain from Lemma 1, Einmahl [7], that the 
equation 
has for 1x15 (2a/9c, + 3)) & a unique root h,(x) satisfying Ih,(x)l 5 
a/( 3c, + 1). 
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Replacing h by h,(x) in formula (2.24), we get 
P,*(X) = 4 (1 +o2)I(x) wW,W ,/W~,*~,*(h(x))-‘) 
x &id p!y’(O). (2.26) 
Since we have by (2.15), 
Ifi” p!y’(O) - 11 
,~dc~[,,.,.(~)~exp(-c,02i8:)], 
n n 
it remains to be shown in order to finish the proof: 
IJdet(r,*r,*(h,(x))-I)- 11 
5 C158nlXL I-4 5- 2u A. 9c, + 3 
Let cl6 > 0 be a constant such that 
b-WA)- 11 SC&~ -41 
for all matrices A such that ][A -III 5 4. Then we obtain 
I,/det(T:T,*(h,(x))-‘)- 11 
5 c1611~n*cv,b))-1 -III 
5;$ IV,* -~,*(Ux))ll (use (2.21)) 
” 
(2.27) 
s 2 C‘lClJn JBn IUx)l (use (2.13)). 
Since g,(h,(x)) = (l/A (1 + a2)) x, we have 
lhn(x)-fi(;+c72)xl 
5; Ikl(X)l~ I4 s- 2a &. 9c,+3 
Using this estimate, it easily follows: 
(2.28) 
Ih,(x)l~ 3 JL 
2(1 +f12)fi 
1x1 s- 2ci a* 
9c,+3 
(2.29) 
Hence (2.27). 1 
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From Theorem 5 it follows: 
COROLLARY 1. Let r,,..., 5, : Q + Rd be independent mean zero random 
vectors satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). There exist positive constants cl,, c,~, 
c19, c2,, depending only on d such that we have for 1x1 s cl,cl &, and y E Rd 
if Q,(c,/(/l,fi)) 5 ad+’ and B, 2 c18c1p2: 
(a) P,*(X) = dcl +djl (xl evil + T,(x)), where IT,b)l 5 
C19Pn(IXI + 1). 
@I p,*(x) = # (1+02)I(x)exP(~~‘,(x)), where ITAx) ~c20A(l-43+ 1). 
(cl p,*(y) 5 3dYx) exp( -a (h,(x), Y -x)1, where h,(x) is 
defined by (2.6). 
Proof. We first note that we have under the above assumptions: 
Ir,(x)l SC~~P,(IXI + I), I.4 sc,afi, (2.30) 
where r,(x) is defined as in Theorem 5. 
If cr, gel h l/k,,, cl82 16c:,, we easily obtain from (2.30) if 
B,&,c~: 
Ir,(x)l 2 f, I-4 5 c17m JZ. (2.31) 
(Notice that fin 5 l/a fi because of (2.4)) 
Setting T,(x) := log(1 + r,(x)), 1x15 cr7a A, we now conclude: 
I T,(x)lS 4r,(x)l S ~c~~P,WI + 11, I.4 5 c17a Jz. 
Hence (a). 
From the definition of the function H, (cf. (2.5)) it follows: 
(VHn)(x)=&x-&h”(x), (2.32) 
and 
H;(x) =A I- B,C~,Xh,(x))l -I, 1x15 cla 6. (2.33) 
Using Taylor’s theorem, we find that 
IHh)l 5 tl (x, fC(3 x>l, (2.34) 
where 1x1 5 1x1 5 c1 LX ,&,. (Notice that H,(O) = 0, (VHJO) = 0.) 
683/28/l-3 
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Recalling relations (2.13), (2.21), and (2.29), we further conclude: 
(2.35) 
Hence 
9 
W,(x)1 s- dnlX13> 8 I4 5 cla 6. (2.36) 
This implies together with (a), part (b). (Notice that 1x1 5 Jx13+ 1, xc(Wd.) 
In order to prove (c), we apply (2.24) with h = h,(x) and x (resp. v). We 
obtain 
PXY)/P,W = exp( -a (~,W Y-X>) dPWlq!Y) (x). (2.37) 
This implies (c) if we have chosen the constant c,~ so Iarge that 
(Recall relations (2.15) and (2.4)) 1 
Remark. From the proof of Corollary 1 it can be seen that this result 
remains valid if one assumes that cr2 2 c,,pz log(l//?,) instead of 
od+ I 2 Qn(c31(Pn &)h where c22 is a positive constant depending only 
on d. 
3. MULTIVARIATE QUANTILE TRANSFORMATIONS 
3.1. Introduction 
Let < = (5,) . . . . {d), Y = (Y,, . . . . Y,): Q -+ II@ be random vectors defined 
on a p-space (a, d, P). We now want to define a random vector 
x = (X, ) . ..) X,) having the same distribution as < such that the difference 
IX- YI becomes small. 
In the l-dimensional case one can obtain an appropriate r.v. X by the so- 
called quantile transformation method. If Y has a continuous distribution 
function G(x) := P( Y < x), x E Iw, we can define X in the following way: 
X := inv F(G( Y)), (3.1) 
where F(x) := P(t <x), XE R, inv F(r) := sup{x: F(x) 5 tf, TV (0, 1). 
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We now present an extension of this method to the multivariate case 
which we then use to approximate partial sums of independent random 
vectors by normally distributed random vectors. 
THEOREM 6. Let Y = (Y,, . . . . Y,): s2 -+ Rd be a random vector with 
independent components. Suppose that the distribution function 
G,(x) := P( Y, < x), x E lh? of Yi is continuous, i= 1, . . . . d. Let 5 = (l,, . . . . td) 
be a further random vector. Let F, be the distribution function of [, , and let 
Fj(. IX,) . ..) xj- ,) be a regular conditional distribution function of lj, given 
(5 1, . . . . ~j+,)=(xl ,..., xi-I), 21jsd. Put 
inv Fj(tJx,, . . . . xj-,) :=sup{x: Fj(xIx,, . . . . xi-,)5 t}, 
t E (0, I), X] 9 .*.Y Xj- 1 E [w, 2sjsd. 
Set 
X, :=inv F,(G,( Y,)) 
A’, := inv 4(Gj( yj) (X,, . . . . Xi- ,), 2sjgd. 
(3.2) 
Then we have P 0 (X, , . . . . xd) = P 0 (5 1, . . . . cd). 
Proof We show by induction on jo { 1, . . . . d}: 
PQ (X,, . ..) xj)=po(51, ...3 tj). (3.3) 
If j = 1, (3.3) immediately follows from a known result on quantile trans- 
formations. 
Suppose now that (3.3) holds true for some jE { 1, . . . . d - 1 }. In order to 
obtain (3.3) for (j + l), it then suffices to show that 
=Fj+l(XIX1, ...) Xj), X,X1, . . . . XjE [w. (3.4) 
Since Yj+ 1 is independent of (X, , . . . . Xi) which is defined as a transfor- 
mation of (Y,, . . . . Y,) we obtain from Satz 5.3.22, Ganssler and Stute [9]: 
p(xj+I <xI tx19 *‘v xj)= (x1, -2 xj)) 
= P(inv Fj+ ,(Gj+ I( Yj+ 1) I x1, . . . . xj) < x). 
Since invFj+.,(tlx,, . . . . xj)<x iff Fj+.,(xIx,, . . . . xj)>t, we have 
p(xj+ 1 < x I (x, 3 ...T Xj) = (X1 9 ...) Xj)) 
=P(Gj+,(Yj+,)<Fj+,(xIx,,...,xj)). 
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This implies (3.4) since G,, ,( Yj+ ,) is uniformly distributed on (0, 1). 
(Notice that Gj+, is continuous.) 1 
Let us still remark that the above transformation is a kind of converse to 
a well known transformation, introduced by Rosenblatt [13]. Using the 
Rosenblatt transformation, one can transform a random vector with 
regular multivariate distribution function F to a uniformly distributed ran- 
dom vector. On the other hand, Theorem 6 enables us to define a random 
vector with multivariate distribution function F as a transformation of the 
uniformly distributed random vector (G,( Y,), . . . . Gd( Yd)). 
We consider a sequence of independent mean zero random vectors 
r r, . . . . rn: 52 + UV’ such that 
cov(ij1+ ..’ + 5”) = BJ, (3.5) 
and 
&VI := ECexp( <k tk > )I < 02 for IhI 5 t,, 1 S/?kn, 
where t, > 0. Let cx E (0, 4) be chosen in a way such that 
Further let qI, . . . . qn: Q + IV’ be independent random vectors being also 
independent of the tk’s such that 
POrlk = w, CT2 cov(L)), lSi;kn, (3.7) 
where O<o’il. Set tz :=rk+qk, 1 iksn. 
We now define a regular conditional distribution function of 
(~/JZ~)C;=I 5k*,j, given (l/J%)C;=1 (~k*,,I,...,gl:j~l)=(Xlr...,Xj-l), 
25j5d, where B,* :=B,(l +a’). 
Let (x,, . . . . xi) + p(j)(x 1, . . . . xi) be the continuous (j-dimensional) 
Lebesgue density of P: (l/R) C; = I (l* k, 1, . ..1 e, j) (1 5 i 5 4. 
Setting pn, j(X 1 XI 3 ...) Xj- 1) I= PfI"(X,) ...) Xj- 1) X)/P:- "(X,) . . ..Xj- I), 
2 sj 5 d, we obtain a conditional density of (l/*) 
&kc (r,:,,...,5rtji-l)=(x1,...,x,-1). 
I 
Thus, we get the desired regular conditional distribution function by the 
definition: 
F~,j(XIXlr'~~,-x,-I ):=jx j&j(tl~ ,,..., xi-,)dt, 
-CD 
4 x , ,..., xi_,~R,2~jSd. 
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Further, let F,,, 1 be the distribution function of l/e C; =, tz, , , i.e. 
Fn,,tx):=P i t;;r,, <fix XER, 
k=l 
and finally let Q,(s) be defined as in Section 2, i.e., 
Q,(d) := sup sup fi %&-;)I, 6>0. 
Ihl 5 2 bI t 6 k = 1 k 
ht fl, := B,3’2 x;E[1tk\3 exp(@1lkl)] V B,“2. 
THEOREM 7. Let tl, . . . . 5, be independent mean zero random vectors 
satisfying (3.5) and (3.6). Let T,*: 52 + Rd be a N(0, B,* I)-distributed ran- 
dom vector. Define S,* : B + lRd by 
8,: 1 := ,,k inv F,. lt@tTZ, de)) 
Then we have 
(a) PoS,*=PoC;?$. 
(b) There exist positive constants ~23, c24, cZ5 depending only on d such 
that, if B, 2 c~~cI-~ log( l/a) and od+ ’ 2 Qn(c3/fin a), the following holds 
true: 
provided that IS:1 5 c25aB,. 
The proof of Theorem 7 is carried out in Section 3.3. It is based on a 
large deviation theorem for conditional probabilities which can be found in 
Section 3.2. 
Suppose now that n = 2m is an even integer, and that we have already 
defined a random vector S,* with P 0 S,* = P 0 C; rz such that the difference 
IS,* - T,+J is small, where T,* := C; Y,*, and Yf , . . . . Y,* is a sequence of 
independent random vectors with 
PO Y,* = N(0, cov(@)) = N(0, (1 + CT’) cov(<,)), 1 Skin. 
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We now want to define random vectors Sg), Sp) satisfying the 
conditions 
such that the differences IS:) - 7’:)[, i = 1, 2, become small, where 
F;‘:=cy Y,*, T$=C~+, Y,*. 
We now assume instead of (3.5): 
cov(L) = 4 1jkSn. (3.9) 
Then we obtain by setting F;,* := r$) - r:) a N(0, n( 1 + a2) Z)- 
distributed random vector which is independent of T,*. We now show that 
it is then possible to obtain by means of a straightforward extension of the 
conditional quantile transformation technique of Komlos, Major, and 
Tusnady [lo] a random vector s,* : 52 + Rd such that 
(3.10) 
After having found a random vector $,* satisfying (3.10), we can get the 
desired random vectors Si), i= 1, 2, by setting 
SE’ := J(S,* + S,*), SE) := gs,* - 3;). 
It can easily be seen that PO (l/dm)(x; 52, C’; rk* -CL+ i {k*) 
has a continuous (2&dimensional) Lebesgue density which we denote by 
(Y i, . . . . Y,, XI, . . . . xd) + pL2d’(y1, . . . . Yd, X1, . . . . xd). Further, let (yi, . . . . yd, 
x1, . . . . xj) + jj;d+“(yl, . . . . y,, xl, . . . . xi) be the continuous (d+ j)-dimen- 
sional Lebesgue-density of 
Setting 
:= 
BAd+“(Y, Y  ...Y yd, XI 3 ***F xj- I 3 XI 
p+j- yyl, . ..) y,, x1, . . . . xj- 1)’ 
XER, 
n 
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we obtain a conditional density of ( l/,/m)(EF= 1 Ck, j - C; = ,,, + 1 
<, j), given (l/Jm) C; 5: = (Vl, ..., Yd); 
k=m+l 
= (X 1, ***, xj-l) (25jjd). 
We further set 
x, Yi, --r YdE B, where pLd) is the continuous Lebesgue density of 
P 0 (l/J=) C; &j. Obviously, p,,, d+ 1(. I y, , . . . . yd) is the conditional 
density of (l/,/m) 17 <z, 1 - C; + 1 <?, 1, given (l/Jm 
Fn,j(XI .YIY ...Y yd; XI, .**T xj-1) := 
x 
Pn,d+j(tl Yl,...,Yd;Xl,...,Xj-l)dt, 25jsd, 
--m 
Q;‘(S) := sup sup fi ‘Rft;:““; 
IhlSa lsl26k=I k 
Q:)(d) := sup sup i ‘R$;$)‘. 
Ihl 5 01 IsI L 6 k = m  + 1 k 
We now show 
THEOREM 8. Let tl, . . . . 5, be independent mean zero random vectors with 
cov(&) = I, 1 I k 2 n. Suppose that (3.6) holdr true. Let T’,*, S,* be indepen- 
dent random vectors such that P 0 F’,* = N(0, n( 1 + a’) I), P 0 S,* = PO C; 5:. 
Define s,* by 
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Then we have: 
(a) P~(S,*,S,*)=PO(C’I~~*,C~~~*-C~~+~~~*). 
(b) There exist positive constants cz6, c2,, cz8, cz9 depending only 
on d such that, tf n 2 c16ap2 log(l/a) and oZd+’ 2 Q!,!)(c~~//?” ,,,&) v 
Qln2)(c2,/Pn &I, we have 
provided that max( 1 S,* 1, 1 g,* I) s ~29 an. 
The proof of Theorem 8 is also based on the large deviation theorem for 
conditional probabilities which is given in Section 3.2 below. 
3.2. A Large Deviation Theorem for Conditional Probabilities 
The purpose of this section is to prove 
THEOREM 9. Let 5 1, . . . . 5,: Q -+ Rd be independent mean zero random 
vectors satisfying (3.5) and(3.6). Let F,J.I x,, . . . . xi-,), 25 jsd, be 
defined as in 3.1. There exist positive constants cjO, cjl, c32 depending only on 
d such that we have for O~X~C,~CC&, max,li,j-, [xi1 sc30a& if 
B, 2 c~, CI-~ log( l/a) and od+ ’ 2 Q,,(c,/fln A): 
(a) 1 - FH i(x + c(-“)(x,, . . . . xj-1)lx1,...9xj-,) 
z (1-0:x)) exp(TF)(x,, . . . . x,- ,, x)), and 
(b) Fn j(--X+CL”(X,, ..., Xj-,)l X1, ...y Xi-r) 
= @( -x) exp( T(j)(x,, . . . . x .- ” 1 1’ -x)), 
where /c(n(x,, . . . . x. n ,-1)1 Sc,,j?,C(-’ XT, and 
/--I j-l 
[T~/‘(x,, ..-, XI- 1, u)[ 2 ~32bn Iu13 + u2 C IXiI + 1 IXiI + 1 
1 1 
for Iul Sc,,a&, 2SjSd. 
Proof: (i) We first apply Corollary 1 to the random vectors 
(5k, 13 -..3 tk, j): 52 + Rj, 1 5 k 5 n (15 js d). Denoting the continuous 
Lebesgue density of PO (l/A) C;= 1 (5:. , , . . . . l,$, .) by (x1, . . . . xi) + 
jp(Xl) . ..) x,), we obtain for max, 5i5j (xi1 ~c~~c( 
ad+ ’ L Qn(c,IP,t J’%: 
f B, if B,zc3,a-* and 
jy(Xl) . ..) Xj) = 4(1+,9)1,(x1 9 -9 Xj) expWP(x, 9 -9 Xj) 
+ P(x, n 3 . . . . xj))l (3.11) 
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where 
and 
I?;‘( x 1, ..*, Xj) = jJ Ll(‘)(hLj)(xI, . . . . Xi)) 
k=l 
39 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
with h~)(x,, . . . . x,) denoting the unique root of the equation 
V f Lp(hp(x, 
( 
3 *.., xj)) 
I ) 
= JXtx, 9 *..9 xj) (3.14) 
satisfying Ih(j’(x 
Here .@;(A, 
1, . . . . xj)l 5 &,a (cf. Theorem 5). 
7 . . . . hi) stands for Lk(hr) . . . . h,, 0, . . . . 0), 1 5 js d, where 
L,(h) = log E,(h) ( = log E[exp( (h, 5k*))]), Ihl I a, 1 5 k 5 n. ij denotes 
the j-dimensional unit matrix, 15 j 5 d. 
Setting h,, j(x I x1, . . . . Xj- 1) := P!/‘(X,, . . . . X-j- 1, X)/p:- “(Xl, . . . . Xj- I), we 
easily infer from (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13) that 
= fjl+,2(x) exp(Hij)(x,, . . . . x. J--l, xl 
-HI;‘-“(X,, .*a) Xi-,)+ T\<\(X,, s..) Xj- 1, X)), (3.15) 
where ) T\“,( x 1 9 ..*3 xj- 1 3 X)l S 2C3sPnEile1 lxil + I-4 + 1) if 1x1 5 C33@ 6, 
maxlsisj’-l IXil Scs3a&, 25jSd. 
(ii) We set 
Cj/‘(x, z (he-1)(x,, . . .xj-l), 0). 
J 
Since xi= 1 (L?@)/c?x, axi) = 0, 1 5 i 6 j- 1 (cf. (2.8)), we obtain by a 
straightforward application of Taylor’s theorem: 
Icp(x,, . . . . xj-l)l SC36 f E[ltkl’ exp(altk))l 
k=l 
x Ij+- 1) 
” (Xl 9 . . . . xj-,)12/JE- (3.16) 
(Notice (2.14).) 
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Recalling relations (2.29) and (3.6), we conclude 
ICf/‘(x,, . ..) x. ,-,)I 4$C36B.‘C’X~~C37’C1 IXil (3.17) 
I 1 
if max Isijj-IIxil Sc33cc a. Furthermore, it easily follows that 
hy(x,, . ..) xi- 1, Cl()(x,, . ..) xi- 1)) 
= (h’j- “(X,, . ..) x.- ,), 0). n J (3.18) 
Using (3.18), we see that 
HLA(x,, .,,) xi- 1, x) - HF- ‘)(x1, . ..) xi- ,) 
= Hp(x,, . . . . Xj- 1, X) - Hk"(X,, . . . . Xj- 1, Ec’(X,, . . . . xj- 1)) 
1 
+2(1 +u2) 
$‘(x, 7 .*.,Xj- 1)2. 
Applying Taylor’s theorem, we find that 
Hj;“(X,, ...T Xj- 1) X) - Hl;“(X* 9 ...) Xj- 1) Er’(X,, ee.9 Xj- 1)) 
aH(i) 
= 2 (x 
8XJ 
1) ...) Xj- 1) Ck”(X, 9 .*.) Xj- l))(X - E!/)(X,) .e*) Xj- 1)) 
1 a2fp 
+ 2 (ax,)2 txI % .*.9 xj- 1) C)(x - Ci”(x, 3 ...) Xj- 1))23 
where c is between x and ~?j)(x xj-l). 
Recalling (2.32) and (2.35\, wt’ t%ily see that 
aH(J’ 
2 (x 
aXJ 
1,...,Xj--,,cI(‘)(XL,...,Xj-1)) 
1 
= 2 FY)(x, ) . ..) xi- , ), 
l+a 
and that 
a2Hp 
(axj)2 CxI 9 .--9 xj- 19 
4 
5; CJ" ('2' /Xi1 + Ix - E(C"(X,) . ..) xi- 1)l 
1 
+ Ic;j)(x, 7 ...Y xj- 111 
> 
j-l 
5 c3*Bn 1 [Xi1 + IX-Cjj)(X,j .-ey Xj- ,)I . 
1 > 
(Notice (3.17).) 
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Since Pn,i(~ 1 x1, . . . . xi-I ) = ~G7~n,j(~G7X 1 Jrnx,, . ..) 
JiT2Xj-,), we have for 21 jsd, 
Pn, jtx I x1 9 ...5 XI- ,) = (b(x - cqx n 1, *.*9 xj- I)) 
x exp( Ty’,(x 1 I,...,Xj--llX)), (3.20) 
where c(j)(x ” 1 $ -9 xj- 1 ) = cy(JiT7 X1) . ..) JTT7 Xj- 1 )f$T7, and 
1 T$‘j’,(X,) ..*) Xj- 1) x)1 I c&? - n 
( 
Ix - cqx ” 1, ...> xj-I)13 
j-l j-l 
+ 1 lxil (x-c!/)(xI, ...) Xj- I))*+ 1 IXiJ + l 
I 1 ) 
(3.21) 
if 1x1 5 cqOa d- B,, max, 5iz j- llxil s c4,,a fi (2 2 js d). (Notice that 
flnlXl 5 fin(lx-C~)(XI, .*-) Xj-,)I + ICL”(X,, *.a) Xj-,)I) 5 fln(IX-CF)(X,, ...) 
Xjp1)13 + l + Ic$j’(X,, ...) Xj- 1)l)l.) 
(iii) To simplify our notations, we now set 
G,,j(XlXl, ee.9 Xi-l) :=Fnin.j(X+CF)(X~, ...) Xjp,)lXl, ...) Xj-I), 
x,x ,,..., xjp,~lR,2~j~d. Weput 
3 c40 1 
c41 := mm 2c,,d+ 2’ 8dc,, + 1 ’ 
a, := cql u JK. 
Then it easily follows from (3.17) that 
Ic”‘( n x1 3 ..-3 xj- 1 )I I ~C~~CL Js. (3.22) 
Moreover, we have: \U + cF)(xI, . . . . xi- 1)l 5 c40a ,,$ if IuI 5 a,, 
maXlsisj-l lxil 5%. 
Thus, we obtain from (3.20) and (3.21) for 0 5 x 5 a,,, 
maXlsi~j-l Ixil Ia,, 
G, j(an I ~1) ...) Xj-l)-G,,j(xIxl,...,xj-l) 
s 
0” = ~~,~(u+C~)(XI,...,X~_~)IX~, . . ..Xj-.)d~ 
x 
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where u,(u) :=u(l -2~~~/?,,~-2c~~fl,,~{~~ IxJ)“~, O~u~a,. We have 
( 
j-1 
u;(u) = 1 - 3c,,j,u-2c,,/?, 1 xi 
I 1 
( 
j-1 
) 
- l/2 
x 1-2C39Bnu-2c398n 1 lxil 2 Osula,. 
I 
Since /?n~ fi s 1 (cf. (3.6)), it follows: 
Using the inequality l/( 1 -a) 5 1 + 2~2, 0 5 a St, we can therefore 
conclude: 
Hence, 
1-1 
5 ( 1 + 4~398, 1 lxil (I- @(u,(x))) + 6~39PAun(x)) 
I 
j-l 
~+~AcwB~x+~csB~ 1 IXiI +~AcwB, 
1 
where A > 0 is an absolute constant such that 
qqt)/(l - Q(t)) 5 m + 11, t 2 0. 
Applying the mean value theorem, we get 
log(l - @(u,(x))) - lOid - @(x)1 
= (x - U,(X)) 4(i)/(l - @(6-J) (u,(x) 2 5 5 x) 
j-l 
Sx 
( 
2c39Pnx+2c39Pn C lxil A(x+1) 
1 > 
j-l j-l 
x3 +X2 1 lxil + 1 lxil + l 
> 
3 OSx5aa,. 
I 1 
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Thus, we have for Osx5ua,, max,,iSj-,Ixil Ia,: 
G, j(an I XI 9 ...y Xj-~)-G,,j(xIX~,...,Xj-~) 
5(1-@(x))exp cd3pn 
( ( 
j-l j- 1 
x3+x2 1 lxJ+ 1 IxJ+l , 25j5d. 
1 I 
(3.23) 
(iv) Using similar arguments as in part (iii), we obtain from (3.20) if 
oSxSa,9 max,,i~j-1IX;l San, 
where w,(u) := u( 1 + 2c,,j?,u + 2c3,jI, c{- l ~x~I)‘/~, 0 5 u 5 a,. Further- 
more, it follows for 0 5 x 5 a, : 
I “” d(wn(u)) A x 
j-l 
1-2C~Bn C IXi (~(~,(U,))-~(~,(X)))-~C~,B~~(W,(X)) 
1 
( 
j-l 
L l -C448n C lxil -c44Bnx-c44Bn (l-~(w”(x))-(l-~(u,)). 
I 1 
Applying the estimate (1 - @( t))/( 1 - @(t/2)) S 4 exp( - 3?/8), t 2 a, we 
obtain 
l-@(u.)64exp( -ic&ci2*n)(1-@(2)) 
provided that u, 1 fi. 
If we have chosen the constant c3i so large that a,?$ and 
exp( - {c:, a2B,) 5 l/A 5 D, if B, 2 c31 a-2 log( l/a), we find that 
1 - @(%I) 5 48,(1- @(w,(x))), O~X~$U”. 
(Notice that w,(x) 5 $xX, 0 S x 5 a,.) Hence, 
( 
j-l 
2 ’ -c44Pn C lxil -c44Bnx-(c44 +4) 8” t1 -@(Wn(X)), 
I > 
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0 5 x 5 $aa,. Using exactly the same arguments as in part (iii), it can be 
shown that 
(1 - @(w,(x))) 
j-l j-l 
2 exp x3 +x2 C [Xi1 + C IXjl + 1 (1 -Q(X)), 
1 I 
0 I x I $aa,. This implies for 2 s j s d, - - 
1 - G, j(X I x I, . . . . x, ~ , ) 
>= exp 
J-1 j-l 
x3 +x2 C IXil + C IXil + 1 (1 -@(xl) (3.24) 
I 1 )) 
if O~X~C,,~YJB,, max lgi6j-llxil Sc4+ $C, where cd6, c4, are 
appropriately chosen positive constants depending only on d. 
(v) In order to finish the proof, it now suffkes to show that we have 
for 05xSc30a&, max,,iSj-,lxil 5~~~aJBn if B,Lc,,a-210g(l/a) 
and ad+ ‘ 2 QJc,/fl,, a): 
1 - G&,lx,, . . . . x,j- I) s c4,8,(1 -@(x)), 2sjsd. (3.25) 
Using relation (3.17), we get if max,zjzj- rlxil sa,/2dc,,: 
l-G,,j(U,Ix,,...,xj-,)~l-~~,j (3.26) 
Applying Corollary l(c), we obtain for I >= a,/2 if we have chosen the 
constants c30, c3, appropriately: 
(hg\( .) denotes the jth component of hc)( .) E W.) 
Recalling relations (2.28) and (2.29), we find that 
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if max Isid j- I Ixil 5 t3/lW c4ia a. This in particular implies that 
ht\(Jg x1, . . . . JS xj- 1, ,/S- a,/4) 2 a,/32 Jm, and 
that 
6yn,j(?/~ ,,..,, xje,)exp( -$l), tZadJ2. (3.27) 
Integration of this inequality yields 
l-F”,j($l x1, es.) Xj-1) 
,zjjn,,(f$‘lx ,,..., xjp,), 2SjS.d. (3.28) 
We may suppose that the constant c3,, 5 cd1 has been chosen so small that 
1 C(j)( n Xl 9 *..> xj-,)lSa,P ifmax,sjsj-r/Xil Sc3oa fi. (Recall (3.17).). 
Then it follows from (3.20) and (3.21): 
1 
5 
a 2 
c49 exp ( - - ( 2 - 4 4 c!j)(x,, . . . . xi- 1 4) 
5 c49 exp( - a,f/256) if 
Combining (3.26) and (3.28), we have 
1 - G, i(an 1 x1, . . . . xj- 1) 5 192c,,a; ’ exp( - ay256). 
Choosing the constant c3i so large that 
exp( -a~/512)$~~fl, 
JE 
if B,Zc,,cr-*log(l/or), 
we get for 2 s jsd: 
l-Gn,j(anI XI,...,X~-,)~C~~B”(~-~(X)), 0 5 x 5 a,,/16. 
Hence (3.25), and our proof of (a) is complete. 
Part (b) follows by applying (a) to the sequence -&, 1 Sk 5 n. 1 
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3.3. Conclusion of the Proof of Theorem 1 
We first note that we have according to the definition of the random 
vector S,*: 
and 
Fn.l(-g)=@($$) (3.29) 
Fn,j(%is ,..., %)=@(%), 2gjsd. (3.30) 
Applying the subsequent Lemma 1 (with C = CARPS), we can infer from 
Theorem 9 if B, 2 c+-* log( l/cr) and ad+ ’ 2 QJc,/fl,, fi), 
5 F” j(x + cqx n 1, ..., Xj-l)lx19*'s3xj-*) 
=<b(x+c,,p.( x2 + Ix1 1 lxil + 1 lxil + l ‘ ’ ‘1’ )), (3.31) 
I4 Sc52a B,, maxlsilj-l lxil SC~~C(,~,, 25 .jSd, where cso, c51, J- -- 
c5* > 0 are appropriately chosen constants depending only on d. 
Since Ic(j)(xr , . . . . Xj- 1)l 5 Cj*/?, c’,-’ Xf s C32C52 I{-’ IXJ < 4C52Cl J& if 
maXl,i,jIl lxil SC53aJKT where c53 := &2 A Wc,z, we obtain 
from (3.31), 
@(x-c,‘d.(x*+j~ xf+ 1)) 
(3.32) 
1x1 gCc,sa d- -- B,, maXllisj-l (Xi1 SCS~~&, 25jSd. 
Combining (3.30) and (3.32), we easily see that we have for 2 5 j 5 d, 
provided that maxl si5 j IS,* iI 5 cs3uB,. 
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Thus, it suffices to show, in order to finish the proof of Theorem 7, that 
there are absolute constants A, A’ > 0 such that 
I2,1-Tz,1l5A~,JB, F+l 
( ) 
, 
n 
provided that 1 Sz, ,I S A’aB,. 
Once again employing Lemma 1 below, we see that (3.33) follows from 
the subsequent large deviation theorem being valid for 0 S xs A”a fi 
if B, 2 cj, a-’ log( l/cc) and a’+ ’ 2 QJc,//?,, a), 
1 - 6,. d-4 = (1 - W4 ew(f’k4) (3.34) 
and 
(3.35) 
with IpJu)l ~A”‘fln(lu13+ l), IuI SA”cc&; A”, A”‘>0 are absolute 
constants. 
(3.34) and (3.35) can be obtained by an obvious modification of the 
proof of Theorem 9 when instead of (3.20) we use a large deviation expan- 
sion for the (l-dimensional) density p, (I) which can be obtained immediately 
from Corollary 1 (b). 
We still remark that a different and easier proof can be found in Einmahl 
[6, Corollary 11. There it is also shown that (3.34), and (3.35) remain 
true if one only assumes that B, z,&-‘, whre A^ >O is an absolute 
constant. 
LEMMA 1. Let C > 0 be a constant such that C 5 A”, where 2 is a suf- 
ficiently small h c osen absolute constant. Then we have for 0 5x 5 a/C, 
05 y&z/c: 
(4 
@(-x+6) l-@(x-b) 
@y-x) = 1 -G(x) 
2 exp( C(x3 + x’y + y + 1)) 
and 
(b) @LTXi)‘)=‘T$+-)‘)Sexp(-C(x’+x’y+y+l)), 
where6:=3C(x2+xy+y+1). 
A proof of this elementary result can be found in the Appendix of 
Einmahl [6, (A.8)]. 
683/28/l-4 
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3.4. Conclusion of the Proof of Theorem 8 
We prove only (b); (a) follows from an obvious modification of the 
proof of Theorem 6. 
We consider a sequence of independent random vectors 4,: s2 + RZd, 
15 k 5 n, which is defined by 
t k, 1) . . .T k, d? - tk, 1) ...Y - tlk, d) ifm+lskSn. 
It easily follows from (3.9) that cov([, + . . . + g,) = ni, where i is the 
(2d)-dimensional unit matrix. 
Since E[~fk13exp(tl~k1)1=~E[(~k13exp(t~ itkl)l, 1 Sk_In, we 
have 
f: oiE[Itki3 exp(~lfkl )I 5 6 (3.36) 
where oi := aJfi. 
we Set for 6 > 0: o,(6) := sup,, 4ai supls, td n;=, (I&(h + is)l/&(h)), 
where l?,(h + is) := E[exp( (h + is, e k))], h, s E R2’, -1 s k I n. From the - 
definition of the [k)s it follows: 
R/h + hd, 1 + i(s, + sd+ I), . . . . hd + h2d + i(sd + S2d)) 
&,(h + i.S) = 
if lsksrn 
Rdh, -hi+ I + i(sl - sd+ , h . . . . hd - hi + +d - S2d)) 
An elementary consideration shows that, if 1 (si, . . . . sld)l 2 6, one must 
have: l(Sr +sd+r, **., s,+s,,)l v l(Sr-&j+r, . ..) Sd-SZd)l~6/2. Hence: 
(3.37) 
It is now easy to find a positive constant c2, = c2,(d) such that 
where z3 = C3(d) = c,(2d). 
Let v],, 1 2 k 5 n be a sequence of independent N(0, 02Z)-distributed 
d-dimensional random vectors which is also independent of the tk’s. Let the 
random vectors Ijk : 52 + W”, 1 s k 5 n, be defined from the qk’s in the same 
way as the tk’S from the <k’s 
set f,* := tk + ljkr 1 5 k 5 n. Let F,,;,, j(. 1 z,, . . . . zj- ,) be the conditional 
distribution function of (l/J=) C; = r fz, j, given (l/d-) 
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C[t=l tE~,l,...,I~,j-l)=(Z1,...,Z' , _ 1 ), 2 5 j s 2d. We can apply Theorem 9 
and obtain by the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 7 that we 
have for 1x15 ts3ti &, max, 5ig jP 1 lzil 5 ts3a & if n 2 i’5,,oi-2 log( l/6!) -- 
and aZdt ’ 2 Qa)(c2,/fln &) v Q!,?(c,,//?~ A): 
~@(x+E,4~,(x2+‘~z~+l)). 2sj=<2d, (3.38) 
where Es3 = t,,(d) = c,,(2d), Sso = c,,(2d), iz4 = c&2d). 
Since we have ~,,,l(-Iy~y..., yd)=~n,d+l(‘Iyly . . . . ydh Fn,j(.IYl, . . . . Yd; 
x1, . . . . xj- 1) = F”, d+j( .I y,, . . . . yd, x1, . . . . xi- ,), 2 5 j 5 d, the assertion can 
easily be obtained from (3.38). Notice that we have: 
and 
4. EXPONENTIAL COUPLING INEQUALITIES FOR PARTIAL SUMS 
OF INDEPENDENT RANDOM VECTORS 
4.1. Introduction 
Let t 1, . . . . 5, : 52 + Rd be independent mean zero random vectors, defined 
on a p-space (52, d, P). Suppose that 
covfhf) = 4 lsksn, 
and 
MN :=ECexpKh LNI < ~0 for Ihl St,,, lsksn, 
where t, > 0. 
Let a E (0 +) be chosen in a way such that 
~EC15A3 exp(4~kl)l S 1, ljksn. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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We first suppose that the random vectors 5,) . . . . r, have smooth 
distributions in the sense that 
q(6) := max{q,,(6): 15 k 5 [n/2]} < 1, 6 > 0. (4.4) 
Notice that we actually assume that only every second random vector 
has a smooth distribution. At first glance, this assumption might appear 
somewhat peculiar. But it will turn out to be very useful when proving 
Theorem 11-a coupling inequality being valid without any smoothness 
assumptions. 
THEOREM 10. Let rl, . . . . r,, : s2 -+ Rd be independent mean zero random 
vectors satisfying (4.1), (4.3), and (4.4). Further, let Y,, . . . . Y,: B + Rd be 
independent N(0, I)-distributed random vectors. Zf the underlying p-space 
(Q, d, P) is rich enough, we can define independent random vectors 
x , , . . . . X, : Q -+ [Wd with P 0 X, = P 0 tk, 15 k S n, such that the partial sums 
Sk :=Cf X,,,, Tk :=C: Y,,,, 1 SkSn, fulfillfor x20, 
where K := es7 max(a[log(l/q(c,,/~))]-‘, a-‘), and cs5, c56, c,,, es8 are 
positive constants depending only on d. 
We now consider independent random vectors which are no longer 
supposed to have smooth distributions. Then it is still possible to prove the 
following coupling inequality. 
THEOREM 11. Let rl, . . . . r,,: 52 + lRd be independent mean zero random 
vectors satisfying (4.1) and (4.3). Let Y,, . . . . Y,,: Q -+ Rd be independent 
N(0, I)-distributed random vectors. Zf the underlying p-space (a, G?, P) is 
rich enough, we can define independent random vectors X,, . . . . Xn: a + Rd 
with PoX~=PO&, 1 Sksn, such that we havefor x20, 
where c59, c6,, are positive constants depending only on d. 
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Log t stands for log(max(t, e)), t 2 0. 
Theorem 10 will be proved by employing the dyadic construction scheme 
introduced by KMT [lo], where we use instead of l-dimensional 
(conditional) quantile transformations the transformations considered in 
Section 3 above. We then infer Theorem 11 from Theorem 10 using an 
argument due to Sakhanenko [14]. 
4.2. Proof of Theorem 10 
It suffices to prove Theorem 10 for no (2”‘: NE RJ>. Let Y,, . . . . Y*N: 
52 -+ Rd be a sequence of independent N(0, I)-distributed random vectors. 
Suppose that there exists on (a, CXI, P) a sequence of independent, 
uniformly on (0, 1 )d distributed random vectors W, , . . . . W*N: Q + Rd which 
is also independent of the Yk’s. This assumption guarantees that the 
p-space (52, d, P) is rich enough. 
4.2.1. The Construction. Let ylk : R + IF%“, 1 Sk5 2N, be a sequence of 
independent N(0, I)-distributed random vectors being also independent of 
the e,‘s. Set 
S; :=&:, 1 5ks2N. 
C,.k :=S;k+*)2m-sSb.2*9 OIk<2N-“, - OsrnSN. 
-I u n, k I= un-,.2k- U:,-1>2k+l, Osk<2N-“, 1snsN. 
b, :=2”‘*(1 +2-N)“2, 1jnsN. 
We denote by zi: Rd-+ R! the canonical projections, i.e., 
ni(xl 7 -7 xd)=xi, 1~i~d,andweset7$:=(7cl ,..., ~i):Q+Ri, lsjsd. 
Let fl$j)(x)=P{n,(UN,,)<xbN}, XE[W, and let ~~#(.Ix~,...,x~-~) be a 
regular conditional distribution function of ( l/b,) Zj( vl,, 0), given 
(l/bN)~j-,(U'N,~)=(x,,...,Xj-,), 2Sj5d. 
Let further FL’j&. 1 y yd) be a regular conditional distribution 
function of (l/d,) a,( 8;‘:), 
pL\(‘I Yl, . . .T Yd; X1, . . .T Xj-‘I 
given (l/b,) vn, k = (v,, . . . . y,), and let 
) be a regular conditional distribution function 
Of (llb,)~j(R,k), given (l/b,) vhk=(yl, . . . . Yd); (1/bn)gj-,(R,k)= 
tx lt***,Xj-1) (2SjSd)- 
We suppose that all above appearing conditional distribution functions 
are defined via the conditional density formula. 
We further set 
Yk* := (1 + 2-y Y,, T,t:=iY:, 1 Sks2N, 
V m,k=tV:,)k ,... , V~‘k):=Trk+,)2m-Tk*.2”, 
OSk<2N-m, OjmsN, 
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vn,,,=(p:,..., vIpg:= vnpl -&--If, 1.2kfl~ 
Olk<2N-n, 1 InsN. - 
We now define a sequence of independent random vectors X,*, 
1 sks2N, with POX,*= Pot:, 1 sks2N. 
For that purpose we first define u,. 0 = ( uX,),,, . . . . u’,),) as 
Uj:‘,, := b, inv E7;)(@( V$,),,/b,)) 
Uf#, := b, inv F# 
( 
@( V#(,JbN) & (U’$,),, . . . . U$&)“) ) , 
> 
2sjsd. 
Suppose that the random vectors UN- ,, k, 0 5 k < 2’, have already been 
defined for some IE (0, . . . . N - 11. 
Then we set for 05 kc 2’: 
@‘) 
N-l,k I= b N-l inv&‘I,k 
( 
@(&~,,k/b,.,-,) & UN-[,k , 
N / ) 
I?!$, k :=bNP,inv&‘,,, @(P#{, k/bNp,) - 
( 
1 
b,-, uN-Lk; 
and 
N 1 
U N-ILl.Zk :=;tUN-,,k+ DN-,,k) 
UN-,L,,2k+l :=;(U,-,,,- ON-,,,). 
In this way, we obtain the random vectors UN- I- ,. k : 0 5 k < 2’+ ‘. After N 
steps, we obtain the random vectors Uo, k: 0 5 k < 2N, and we set: 
.%-,* := u,,k+,, 1 Sk=<2N. 
Recalling Theorem 7(a) and Theorem 8(a), it can be shown by the same 
arguments as in the l-dimensional case that the above delined sequence 
X,*, 1 5 k I 2N has indeed the desired distribution. 
We now define the sequence X,, 1 s k s 2N as follows: 
Let @)(.I y,, . . . . yd) be a regular conditional distribution function of ri’), 
given tk* = (y, , . . . . yd), and let fij)(. I y, , . . . . y,; x1, . . . . xj- I ) be a regular 
conditional distribution function of <p), given 5: = (yi, . . . . y,); 
(5i1’ ) . ..) rt- l’) = (x,, . . . . x,_~), 25 jjd, 1 jk12N. - 
We set for 1 s k S 2N: 
Xp) := inv Pi,‘)( IVY)1 X:) 
A$) := inv #j/)( IVj/j X,*; (Xv), . . . . XyPI’)), 2sjsd. 
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Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 6, it can easily be 
seen that the Xk’s are independent random vectors satisfying 
POW,, Xk*)=Po(L e), 1 sks2N. (4.5) 
This in particular implies that 
pox,= PO&, 
and 
P”(X,-X,*)=N(O, 2-NZ), 
1 sk=<2N, (4.6) 
1 iks2N. (4.7) 
4.2.2. Proof of the Inequality. Let the p-space (St, -QI, P) and the random 
vectors X,, X,*, Y,, Yf, 15 k < 2N, be as in 4.2.1. Set 
We first need the following exponential inequality. 
LEMMA 2. Let rl, . . . . <2~ be independent random vectors satisfying (4.1) 
and (4.3). Then we have for 15 m 5 2N, 0 5 k 5 2N - m, 
5 c61 exp( - c62mx2), 05xgcc,,a, 
where c61, c62, c63 are positive constants depending only on d. 
Proof: Denoting the ith component of S,* by Sz, i, 1 5 i 2 d, we infer 
from the Levi inequality, 
52 jJ P IS~+,,i-S~,il~mr-2J;;; 
i=l & 
52 5 P Is:+,,i-s;,;lr~ 
i=l -2Jd 
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Setting Lk+ ,, ,(t) := log(E[exp(tt, + [, i)]), ItI g c(, we can conclude for 
ogtta: 
Since L k+,,i(t)= t*/2+ L”’ k +,, (([)(t3/6), where c is between 0 and t, we 
obtain from (2.14) for 0 5 t 5 CC 
L (4.3) 
Hence, 
x 2 0. (4.8) 
Setting t = x/12 Jd, we get 
p sk+rn,i-sk,i2 
i 
$Jsexp( -$), 05xI12&. (4.9) 
Similarly, it foilows: 
p Sk+m,i-Sk,iS - 
i 
$=sexp( -$), 05x512&a. (4.10) 
We thus obtain 
-S:l>mx)68dexp( -$), 05x512&a. 
(Notice that this estimate is trivial if x 5 4 A/,/&.) 1 
Using Lemma 2, we can show: 
LEMMA 3. Let <,, . . . . <2~ be independent random vectors satisfying (4.1) 
and (4.3). Let z,,, k be defined by 
._ 2-“IKl,k12~ 
zn,k .- 
i 
if I U,, A S cs3a2”, 
0, otherwise, 
O~k<2N~“,0~nSN. 
Then we have for t 5 c,,/2, 
E[exp(tzn, k)] 5 c64y 
where c64 is a positive constant depending only on d. 
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Proof. By means of partial integration, we get 
E[exp(tT,,)] = 1 +1,‘:“22” texp(tx) P{z,&x) dx 
2 
5 1 
E63 a22” 
+ I 0 
t exp( tx) P{ I U,, ,J 2 fi 2n/2} dx. 
Since we have by Lemma 2, 
the assertion easily follows. 1 
LEMMA 4. Let 5,) . . . . 52~ be independent random vectors satisfying 
(4.1), (4.3), and (4.4). Then 
(a) @-2”Z c65 max(a-* log( l/a), [log(l/q(c,,/j?))]-’ N), we have for 
OSk<2N-“, 
IQ/T k,,kI ~~,,8~~-“1~~,~12+~~“1~,,~12+ 11, 
provided that max(I U,,J, Io,J) 5 ce7a2”. 
(b) Zf 2N 1 ce5 max(a-’ log(l/a), [log(l/q(c~7/P))l --I N), we also 
have 
I”N,O- vN,OI ~c668(2-N1UN,012+ l)v 
provided that I UN, ol 2 c67a2N. 
c65, c66, c67 are positive constants depending only on d. 
Proof We show only (a). From (4.4) it follows that 
Using this estimate, we easily obtain the assertion from Theorem 8 (applied 
with IS = 2-N’2). 1 
We still need the following 
LEMMA 5. Set s, := m2-NS:N, 0 s m 5 2N. If m = (2k + 1) 2’ with 
k 2 0, we have 
xi := Gl + 2 Yn k. ,(“,rn), 
n=r+l 
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where yn = y,(m) E [0, 11, and I(n, m) is defined by 
Qn, m) 2” -cm 5 (I(n, m) + 1) 2”. 
The proof of Lemma 5 is elementary, and it will therefore be omitted. 
Using Lemma 5 and the analogous representation for Tz, we infer if 
m=(2k+ 1)2’with kh0: 
Conclusion of the Proof of Theorem 10. (i) Set ch8 := min(c,,, c6,, l/8), 
ce9 :=max(8c65c68, l), K’ := max(a[log(l/q(c,,/fi))]-‘, a-‘), K” := c,,K’. 
Let, if x 2 0 is fixed, ME fV be defined by 
x + K”N< 8~,,a2~ i 2(x + K”N). (4.12) 
Set M, := min(M, N), 
A := , pky2N IS,? - El, - - 
A, := max max 
05k<2N-M0 1Jrn~ZMO lSk:~~+~ - ~k:~oI, 
A,:= max max 
Ojk<ZN-Mo 15m52Mo 
I %M~+,,, - TIC*ZM~I, 
A, := 1 s~;$-Mo ISho- T&~ol. 
- 
Then it is easy to see that A 5 A, + A, + A,, and, taking into 
account (4.12), we get 
P{A>=K”N+x}~P{A,&,~~~} 
+P(A2~c,,a2”‘)+P((A3~$(K”N+x))~B), (4.13) 
where B denotes the event { 1 U,,, kl < c~~u~~, 0 5 k < 2Np ““}. 
(ii) From Lemma 2 we infer for 0 5 k < 2N- ““O: 
PI max IS&M~+~-S$~~I Lc68a2M} 
ljm52MO 
5 P{ max 
1~rn~Pf 
ISlfi~~+~ - Sjf2~oI I ~,,a2~} 
g c-61 exp( - c6* c& a2zM) 
5 c61 exp( -$c62c68ax) (use (4.12)). 
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(Let { Xy, 1 > 2”‘) be a sequence of independent copies of X$. ) 
Hence, 
P{d,~~,,a2~}~~,,2~exp(-~c,,c~~ax). (4.14) 
Similarly, it can be shown that 
P(A, 1~~~1x2~) S c,,2N exp( -c,loIx), (4.15) 
where cTO, cT1 are positive constants depending only on d. 
(iii) We now may w.1.o.g. assume: M= MO. (If MO < M, we have: 
A,=O.) 
According to relation (4.11), we have for 1s k 5 2N- M, 
where 2”Z,(n) < k2M 5 2”(l,(n) + 1). 
Since ~12~ 18~,,a2~ 2 c,,K’NL K’z a-l, we obtain that log(l/a) < N, 
and we conclude from (4.12): 
Wl/a), [log (l/q(y))]-’ N). (4.17) 
Since I o,, c(,J(o)l 5 c6,a2”, M< n 5 N, I UN,~(W)I 5 c~,o.~~, w  E B, we infer 
from Lemma 4 if o E B, 
ls,:M(w)- Tk*ZM(W)l %j682-NIUN,&+12 
+ ? C66P2-“(IU”,Ik(n)(~)12 
n=M+l 
+ I~,,,~(~)(o)I~)+c~~BN 
N+2-NIU~,o(d2 
N-l 
+ c 2-“Wn,r,(n,W12+ IU n, 
ll=M 
r,cn,b)12)) 7 
where 
1 2Mn) if I,(n - &(n 1) 1) = =21,(n) + 1 - 
21,(n) + 1 if l,(n - 1) =21,(n) ’ 
M<nSN. 
(It is easy to see that l,(n - 1) E {21,(n), 21,Jn) + 1 }, M-C n 5 N. Thus 
/;(n-- 1) is well defined.) 
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Since Un,,k,n,= UM,IkCM, +C::OM--’ UM+fs,,;(M+s,, MSn 6 N, we obtain 
from the above estimate by the same arguments as in the l-dimensional 
case (cf. KMT [ 10, p. 1201 or Einmahl [6, Proof of Theorem A, part 
(iv)1 ): 
We now see that 
P( { IS,*,,, - Z-‘,*w 2 &K”N + x)} n B) 
N-1 
N+ TM,&(M)+ 1 =n,/&) 
ll=M 
(4.18) 
Noticing that the random variables z~,,~(~), z,,,;(~) ,..., z,-,,~;~,-,, are 
independent, we conclude: 
i ( 
N-l 
p cd N+~,,,,(,,+ 1 Tn./;(n) 242 
“==M > I 
N-l 
Hence, 
x exp( tcT2fiN - tx/2) 
5 expW(log c64 + c62/2) - c62x/4c72P) 
if t = c~~/~c,~ p. 
P({d,~f(K”N+x)}nB)~exp(c,,N-c,,crx). 
(Notice that c@S 1.) 
(4.19) 
If we choose the constant c5, large enough, we obtain from (4.13), (4.14), 
(4.15), and (4.19): 
P{ max IS,* - Tk*lz cS7KI log(2N) +x} 5 c,,2N exp( -q6cIx). (4.20) 
lsk$2N 
(iv) Recalling (4.7), we easily get 
P{ max (Sk*--kl~~}~2P{IS:N-S2NI 2x} 
lSkS2N 
5 4d exp( - x2/2d) 5 4ed exp( - x/2d), x >= 0. 
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Since a 5 4, we have 
P{,pky2N I&-Sk1 2x> S4edev(-44, x 2 0. (4.21) 
Similarly, it follows that 
f’{ , yky2N I C - TA I x} 5 4ed exp( -ax/d), x 2 0. (4.22) 
Combining (4.20) (4.21), and (4.22), we easily obtain the assertion. 1 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 11 
It suffices to prove Theorem 11 for n = 2N, NE N. Let Y,, . . . . Y*N: Q + Rd 
be independent N(0, Q-distributed random vectors defined on a p-space 
(52, d, P). Suppose that there also exist independent random vectors W,, 
1 5k<2N+1, having uniform distributions on (0, l)d and being indepen- 
dent of the Yk’s. 
We now define random vectors {Zk’l: 15 kS2N-‘} and 
{ Yi’l : 1 5 k 5 2 N ~ I}, 0 5 Is N - 1, by the following recursion: 
Set Yi”l := Y,, 15 k 5 2N. By means of the construction method of 
Theorem 10, we define independent random vectors {Z&O] : 15 k 5 2N) 
such that 
POZ&p1=P052k--1, P 0 zp = N(0, I), 15 k S 2N- ‘. (4.23) 
If the random vectors {Z&‘l: 15 ks2Np’} and { Yi’l: 15 ks2N-‘} 
have already been defined for some I E (0, . . . . N- 2}, we set 
y&v+ II := Z$l 1 gkkIN-‘-‘. (4.24) 
Then, using again the construction method of Theorem 10, we construct 
from the Yi’+‘l’ s independent random vectors {Zg’+ l1: 15 k 5 2N-‘-‘} 
such that 
PoZ&+“=N(O,I), 1 =<ks2N-‘--. (4.25) 
Setting X,,, ~ i) 21 := Z&i]- r, 1~k~2NP’-1,0111N-1,weobtainafter -- 
N steps a sequence of random vectors {X,, 15 k 6 2N - 1 } with 
PQX~=PO&, 1 SkS2N- 1. 
It is easy to see that the thus constructed random vectors are indepen- 
dent provided that in each step of the above procedure we have used 
different Wk’s. (For instance, we can take the random vectors 
{Wk:2N-‘~k<2N-‘+‘) f or the construction of (Zyl: 1 I k 5 2N-‘}, 
Z=O, . . . . N- 1.) 
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Finally let XZ~: D + lRd be a random vector with P 0 XZ~ = P 0 52~ being 
independent of the random vectors A’,, 1 s k < 2N. (We can define X,N as a 
transformation of W, (cf. Theorem 6).) 
From the above construction it easily follows that 
where Zi”] := X*N, YtNl := Y&“- ‘I. 
Furthermore, we infer from Theorem 10 for 0 5 IS N - 1: 
P &,,(N-I)CI-‘+X 
5 c552N-’ exp( -relax), x 2 0. 
(Notice that q[“(S) = exp( -S2/2), 6 > 0.) 
Moreover, if c7* is small enough we have 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
P{~Z~~‘-Y~~‘~~X}~P{~Z~~‘~~x/2}+P{~Y,C~’~~x/2) 
5 c79 exp( - c78 c=), x 2 0, 
where q9 2 c55 is an appropriately chosen constant depending only on d. 
It now follows from (4.26) and (4.27): 
p ,pky2N fxm-~ Y, &c,,N(N+l)a-‘+(N+l)x i I 1 I I 
5 2C7,zN eXp( -C,,cLX), x 2 0. 
Hence for x 2 c7,N(N+ 1) a-l, 
X 
-c78a 2(N+ 1) 
5 2c,, 2N exp 
( 
- i c,,ax/Log 2N 
> 
. 
Choosing csO s ~78/6 so small that 2~~~2~ exp( -c,,ax/Log 2N) 2 1 if 
x < c,,N(N + 1) a- ‘, we easily see that we have for x 2 0: 
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5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2, 3, AND 4 
After having obtained the exponential coupling inequalities of Section 4, 
we are now able to prove Theorems 2,3, and 4. Whereas Theorem 3 can be 
obtained directly from Theorem 10, the proofs of both Theorems 2 and 4 
are based on a further exponential coupling inequality being valid for par- 
tial sums of i.i.d. random vectors with finite moment generating functions. 
In order to prove the latter coupling inequality, we combine Theorems 10 
and 11 using an argument due to KMT [ 111. 
THEOREM 12. Let X Sz + Rd be a mean zero random vector with 
cov(X) = I. Let n E N. Suppose that there exists an a E (0,s) such that 
aE[IX13exp(alX1)] 5 1. (5.1) 
Then one can construct a p-space (S2,, J&, P,) and independent random 
vectors X,, llksn (resp. Y,, lsksn) with PooXk=PoX, 
PO 0 Y, = N(0, I), 1 5 k 5 n such that we have for x 2 0, 
Sc.,n[exp(-c,,ax)+exp( -cgz(s)“‘)], (5.2) 
where y :=E[(X13], and c *, , cS2 are positive constants depending only on d. 
Comparing Theorem 12 with Theorems 10 and 11, we see that the 
inequality (5.2) is weaker than the inequality of Theorem IO, but stronger 
than that one of Theorem 11. The point is that Theorem 12 is not restricted 
to random vectors with smooth distributions, and, at the same time, it is 
still strong enough to imply Theorems 2 and 4. 
In order to prove Theorem 12, we first approximate the X;s by a 
sequence of independent random vectors Z,, 15 k 5 n, with smooth dis- 
tributions. In this part of the proof we decisively use Theorem 11 and the 
subsequent Lemma 6. The Zk’s, in turn, can be approximated by normally 
distributed random vectors Yk, _ 1 Sk 2 n employing the construction of 
Theorem 10. 
5.1. Proof of Theorem 12 
The following Lemma is due to KMT [ 11, Lemma 11. 
LEMMA 6. Let {Xi’], lsksn}, {X I”, 1 s k I n } be two sequences of _ 
independent d-dimensional random vectors being independent of each other 
such that PoXI1l= PoX[‘l=: Q1, lsksn, and POXi21=PoX[2]=:Q2, 
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1 5 k 5 n. Further let Ed, 1 5 k 5 n, be i.i.d.r.v.‘s being independent of the 
X~‘l’sandtheX~*l’ssuch thatP(~I=l}=l-P{~,=O)=p. Put 
v(k) := 1 E,, so := 0, 
Sk := s,c(y, + fq?&, x, :=Sk-Skpl, ljksn. 
Then the random vectors X,, _ _ 1 I k I n, are i.i.d. with distribution 
PQ~ + (1 -P) Q2. 
The proof of Lemma 6 is exactly the same one as for l-dimensional 
random variables, and it can therefore be omitted. 
We denote the distribution of X by Q, i.e., Q I%?‘= PO XI 33’. Define 
Q,l93’, i= 1,2 by 
Q,(A) := Q(A A (XE Rd: IxI=<4yj), 
&2(A) :=QV)-&(A), AE9?4 
Put p := QI(Rd)~ (0, 11, and set 
Ql :=; Q1, Q2 :=$32. (W.l.0.g.: p < 1.) 
Then we have 
(5.3) 
Now let Xc’]: 52 -+ Rd be a random vector with distribution Ql. Set 
p := l&P’], c := cov(Jp) x’ := p/Q-[‘] -p). 
From the above definition bf Q, it easily follows that 
and 
P1E 7 IA si$ (5.4) 
Hence, Ix’1 5 67 as. 
Applying Theorem 11 (with a = (18~9)I), we obtain a p-space 
(52,) &r, P,) and independent random vectors Xi, . . . . XL (resp. Y’, , . . . . Yn) 
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with P,oX;,=Pox’, P1~Yi=N(O,Z), lsks;;, such that we have for 
x 2 0: 
We now put XL’] := P2rk + ~1, Yi’l := ,P* Y;, + p(, 1 s k 5 n. Suppose 
further that there exist on (52,, dI, P,) independent random vectors Xi*], 
1 I k 5 n, and independent random variables .sk, 15 k 5 n, with 
PloX~21=Q2, P,(E~=~}=~--P,{E~=~}=~, lsksn, which are also 
independent of the sequences {&, 15 k 5 n} and { YL, 1 s k 5 n}. 
Applying Lemma 6, we obtain independent random vectors zk, 
1 Sk=<n, (resp. gkr 1 sksn) with 
PpJik=P4, P1”~k=~N(~(,~)+(l-p)Q2, lskin 
such that 
Combining (5.4k(5.7), we easily find 
5 cd exp( -cgqW~)‘~*), x 2 0, (5.8) 
where csq > 0 is an appropriately chosen constant depending only on d. 
(Notice that x/y Log n 2 (x/y) ‘I2 if xzy(Log n)‘. Moreover, (5.8) is 
trivial in the range 0 5 x 5 y(Log n)’ provided that cgq $1.) 
Let cs5 E (0, 1) be a constant depending only on d such that 
css~~Cl~l13 ev(c8s4~,01 S 1. (5.9) 
(The existence of cs5 follows from (5.1) (5.4), and (5.5).) Set for IhI s cg5a, 
SE Rd: 
&(h + is) := E[exp( (h + is, 2, ))], 
R,(h + is) := E[exp( (h + is, Y,Cll))], 
R,(h + is) := E[exp( (h + is, AC:‘] ))]. 
683/28/1-S 
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Using JR,(h + is)1 = R,(h) exp( - i(s, Zs)) and (5.5), we obtain for 6 > 0: 
5 1 - p( 1 - exp( -6*/4)) inf R,(h)/&h). 
lhl 5 C85Z 
From Jensen’s inequality and (5.4) we infer 
R,(h)=ECexp((k r~‘l>)l~exp((h,~~))~exp(-~), 
(h( 5 cssa 5 4. Moreover, it follows from (5.9) and (2.14) that 
R(h) = exp(log R(h)) 5 exp(fjh/2 + d3/h12) 5 cg6, 
IhJ =< cg5a. Hence, 
d(6) S exp( -csd2), ~5cs*, (5.10) 
where cs,, csg are appropriately chosen positive constants depending only 
on d. 
Using Theorem 10, we can obtain a p-space (Q2, zIz, P2) and indepen- 
dent random vectors z,, . . . . 2, (resp. 9,) . . . . yn) with P2 02, = P, ozl, 
P, o yk = N(0, I), 1 _I k 5 n, such that we have for x 2 0, 
(5.11) 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 11, we can find a positive constant cgO 
(depending only on d) such that 
p2 5 cssn exp( -cgOax), x >= 0. (5.12) 
TO finish the proof, we apply Lemma A.l., Berkes and Philipp [2], 
which enables us to construct a p-space (Q,, _py”o, PO) and three sequences 
of independent random vectors X,, 1 rksn, Y,, 1 skin, Zkr 1 sksn, _ 
such that 
pdm,,,,.~ (Zk)LIkc_“)=P20((~~k)ldkjn, G),,,,,). - - 
Combining (5.8) and (5.12) yields Theorem 12. 
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5.2. Proof of Theorems 2 and 3 
We may w.1.o.g. assume that cov(X) = I. We need the following. 
LEMMA I. Let X: 52 --+ W’ be a random vector with mean zero and 
covariance matrix I. Suppose that E[H( 1 XI )] < co, where HE Z. Let {cl,} 
be a sequence of independent copies of X defined on a p-space (9, d, P). Set 
m, := 0, m n := CfW”)l, rlEN, 
~k:=~,l{l~,l~2”}, m,-,<kSm,,,nEN 
[, :=Z,“*(& E&-J), kc N, where C, :=cov(&), ke N. 
Then we have 
f[k-ftk=o(H-l(n)) a.s. 
1 1 
(Since cov( rk‘,, -+ cov(X) = I as k + co, we may w.1.o.g. assume that Ck is 
positive definite for k E N.) 
The proof of Lemma 7 is the same one as for l-dimensional random 
variables (cf. Einmahl [6, Lemma 13]), and it can therefore be omitted. 
To prove Theorem 2, it now s&ices to construct a p-space (a,,, &, PO) 
and two sequences of independent random vectors {2,,>, ( Yn} with 
POogn=Po[,,, P,o?,,=N(O,I). nEN, such that 
(5.13) 
(Recall Lemma A.l, Berkes and Philipp [2].) 
We set: J?) := <,., n E N. Then it can easily be shown that 
a,E[IR(“)13 exp(u.,lR(“)I)] 5 1 (5.14) 
with a, = K3 log H(2”)/2”, where K3 > 0 is a constant depending on the 
distribution of X. 
Applying Theorem 12, we obtain a p-space (C+,, do, PO) and two 
sequences of independent random vectors (zn}, { Yn} with the desired 
distributions such that we have for n E N and x 2 0: 
PO {lF;$, 1 i KI-,+r- i t-,+11 2x) 
- -n I-1 I= I 
5 %r,[exP( -cs2a,x) + exp( - K4 fi)], (5.15) 
where r n :=m,-mm,-,, n E N. K4 is a positive constant depending on the 
distribution of X. 
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Let B, be the event 
Choosing the constant K, large enough, it easily follows from (5.15) that 
1;” f’,(B,) < ~0. 
Applying the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we see that almost surely 
/fbb’-$ t(m)1 5L(4+j;l f&2’ 
I 
S L(o) + 4K,H-‘(k) if m,-,-cklm,. 
Hence (5.13 ) and Theorem 2. 
In order to prove Theorem 3, we construct the random vectors 
{xk: m,-, <klm,)from (Y,:m,_,<k~m,,} bymeansofTheorem10, 
where m n := exp(2”), n E N. { Y,} is a sequence of independent N(O,Z)-dis- 
tributed random vectors defined on a p-space (Sz,, z&, P,,), which is 
supposed to be rich enough. Using the same argument as above, we easily 
obtain Theorem 3. 
5.3. Proof of Theorem 4 
We assume w.1.o.g. that C = I. Let lk : 52 + IS“, 15 k 5 n, be independent 
copies of X. We set for (fixed) x > 0: 
If x2 x1 (say), we have lE[r,]l S 1, Ilcov(~,)-ZII S 4. In particular, 
C := cov(l,) is positive definite. We then set 
It is not very difficult to show that 
(5.16) 
where K, is a positive constant depending on the distribution of X. 
We now apply Theorem 12. It can easily be seen that 
cXI~~I~ exp(~,l~Il)l 5 1, (5.17) 
where u x := K, Log H(x)/x with a positive constant K, depending on the 
distribution of X. 
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Thus, we can find a p-space (a,, &, PO) and independent random vec- 
tors 8,) . . . . pn (resp. Y, , . . . . Y,) with Poofk=Pofk, P,oY,=N(O,I), 
15 k 5 n, such that 
PO (5.18) 
where KS, Kg are positive constants depending on the distribution of X. 
Recalling Lemma A.1 in Berkes and Philipp [2], we can w.1.o.g. assume 
that there also exist independent copies X,, . . . . X, of X on (&I,,, &,, PO) 
such that 
Snn(&+WH(xh (5.19) 
where K2 := 1/(K8 + 1). 
Choosing the constant K, large enough, we easily obtain Theorem 4 
from (5.19). 1 
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